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FORTHCOMING

ACTIVITIES

18 March 2005
Worcestershire’s
Working Countryside.

A talk on 100 years
of agriculture, 1850-
1950, by Robin Hill. 
Village Hall, 7.30 pm.

29 June 2005
Avoncroft Museum of
Historic Buildings. 

A private visit has
been arranged to
Avoncroft whose
buildings span over
700 years. There will
be a guided tour of
the museum pitched
at a more informed
level than for the
general public and
lasting about 1½
hours, followed by a
light supper in one of
the old buildings. 

A coach will leave
Hanley Swan Village
Hall at 6 pm. Inclusive
cost for the coach,
entrance fee, tour
guides and supper is
£15. Tickets will be
available on 18 March
and from members of
the committee.

ROCKS, RIVERS AND
FIELDS

A large audience enjoyed a lively
presentation of the 'personality' of
our area in November. Med
Snookes, a geographer and artist,
illustrated his talk with clear flip-
chart diagrams and a wealth of
Yorkshire humour.

Med defined his subject as a
rectangle bounded by Cowley and
Guarlford to the north and White
Leafed Oak and Longdon to the
south with the Malverns and the
Severn to the west and east. He
described the Malverns as on the
boundary between upland
England and lowland Europe with
the Ural Mountains, 4500 miles
away, being the nearest high
ground to the east.

The shortage of local building
stone, apart from pans of
hardened sandstone to the south
of our area, dictated the use of
timber, willow, reed and clay in
vernacular building. As an
experienced stonewaller, Med
explained that Malvern stone
does not allow two flat faces to be
cut at right angles. Consequently,
local walls are built with the flat
part of each stone facing
outwards on both sides and the
middle infilled with stone chips
and lime mortar, the top being
covered with cement decorated
with pieces of stone. 

Changes in the personality of
the Hanleys area, both natural
and man-made were the ‘meat’ of
Med`s talk ranging from glaciation

to woodland to pasture. He
credited King William I with saving
the character of the area by
creating a hunting forest that
remained largely unchanged until
the Disafforestation Act of 1644. 

Local agricultural changes
from orchards to arable and the
loss of the elm trees were cited as
significant changes. Artillery
ranges and army camps made
their marks in the two world wars,
some becoming industrial units
and one, a nature reserve.

Comparisons were made
between Malvern, a Victorian
creation with its many fine
buildings and big trees, and the
Hanleys, which are the product of
the ebb and flow of history.

On a personal note Med asked
that we should record our
landscape, particularly our big
trees, and that we should be
sensitive to change. He also
posed some questions: Where
did the stone to build Malvern
Priory come from and how was it
transported? Why are wild
daffodils only found around
Welland, Little Malvern and
Madresfield in this area? How
was it that so many big houses
came to be built along Roberts
End in the 18th century but not
elsewhere in the parish?  And why
are local roads so straight?

In the open session at the end of
his talk, Pamela Hurle was able to
answer the last two questions,
pointing out how the Enclosure Act
of 1797 led to changes in the shape
of roads and the size of properties.
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extensive common land.

Following the rise in

population during the 18th

century and the demand for

more food, the  government

passed a series of

Enclosure Acts to allow

more efficient farming.  The

Act of 1797 covering Hanley

Castle allowed the big three

landowners in the Chase –

the Hornyolds, the

Lechmeres and the Church

– to consolidated their

holdings.

Eventually, concern at the

loss of common land led to

the passing in 1884 of the

first Malvern Hills Act and

the establishment of the

Malvern Hills Conservators.

They now control the

remaining 3000 acres,

safeguarding common rights

and allowing people to enjoy

the area for recreation.

LOCAL WORDS AND

PHRASES

“Don’t you be a-gawmin’ o’

the fittle with yer mawlers or

I’ll let you know wot-for.” So

might an exasperated

Hanley mother have

scolded her children 100

years ago for using their

hands to pick at food.

During the late 19th

century many parishes

recorded dialects that were

disappearing before the

advance of railways,

newspapers and schools.

Some 800 words and

phrases of unusual sound

or meaning used locally

were noted by Robert

Lawson, rector of Upton-on-

Severn, and published as 

MALVERN CHASE

Pamela Hurle has promised

herself that she will write the

definitive history of Malvern

Chase before she is 132!

Although with plenty of time

in hand, she is already a

long way towards her goal,

as she revealed to the

Society at a talk in January.

The woods and

scrubland around Malvern,

Hanley and Upton were

designated a royal forest by

William the Conqueror. But

‘forest’ was a legal term

applicable only to areas

reserved for the monarch.

So when the Earls of

Gloucester were granted

hunting rights at the end of

the 12th century, this area

became known as Malvern

Chase, although still

governed by forest law

designed to protect the deer

and their environment.

For 500 years the

clearing of land for farming

was forbidden and the

Chase was administered by

the chief forester, who lived

at Hanley Hall, and his

officials, the keepers, riders

and verderers. In 1559 John

Hornyold of Blackmore Park

wrote that the oaks grew so

thickly that a wagon could

not pass between them.

Then in 1628 Charles I

had the Chase surveyed – it

contained over 8000 acres –

and took a third of the land

in lieu of his rights, selling it

off to raise money. For the

first time farms were legally

established in the area and

other properties began to

encroach on to the still

an appendix to his wife

Emily’s records of Upton, The

Nation in the Parish, in 1884. 

Some may still be

recognised today. They

include: Awhile (to spare

time) and A-gate (in hand),

as in “I can’t awhile to stop

now; I got my washin’ agate.”

Bezzle (to squander on

drink), as in “‘E’s bin bezzling

about all the wik.” Brevit (to

prowl or hang about), as in

“Wot be them bwoys a-

brevitin’ about in our lane

for?” Chat (to gather chips),

as in “I got the grant [have

permission] to go a-chattin’

when they fall’d them big

ellums.” Comical (unwell).

Cricket (a wooden stool).

The game of cricket probably

obtained its name from the

dairy-maid’s stool being used

for a wicket in the older

game of stool-ball. Duck’s-

frost (drizzling rain). Feature

(to be like in face), as in “’E

do feature ’is father.” Jack-

squealer (swift). Granch (to

grind the teeth). Lamp (to

beat  soundly). Magget

(magpie). Quice (wood-

pigeon). Road (way) and

dink (to toss up and down),

as in “’Er don’t know the right

road to dink a babby.”

Rubbling (rough work), as in

“I on’y wants a rubblin’ place

for the wench.” Scroodge (to

squeeze). Shurty (angry).

Skim-dick (poor cheese).

Smudge (kiss). Sollum (to

sulk), as in “’Er ’ud sit

sollumin’ for an hour

together.” Stock-eekle

(woodpecker). Urchin

(hedgehog). Watty-handed

(left-handed). Woont (mole).

Yud (head).


